I. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear dynamics effects play a major role in the transport of intense charged particle beams. This is so because for such systems the space charge forces are strong enough to couple the dynamics of different beam particles, leading to a possible onset of a very complex behavior. An example is the occurrence of nonlinear resonances and chaos driven by periodic focusing fields acting on the envelope oscillations of nearly matched beams. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In many practical situations, however, the beam is not even close to the equilibrium (matched) condition. The mismatch is caused by the experimental difficulties in the beam launching process, by the intrinsic current oscillations in the system, 9 or by design to minimize the extent of the beam halo. 10 In such cases, the beam tends to relax to a stationary state along its trajectory. 11 The length scale for the full relaxation to occur in the beam transport depends heavily on the specific situation but may take from a few to more than 10 3 betatron oscillations. 12, 13 Again, the nonlinear effects play a major role, being the main mechanism leading to the relaxation. For instance, for initially RMS mismatched beams, the relaxation occurs as some of the particles are nonlinearly driven by the envelope oscillations to form a halo in a process similar to the evaporative cooling. 12, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Another example is when the initial particle distribution does not correspond to a stationary state and density waves appear in the system. The relaxation is then achieved through a nonlinear growth of the density wave amplitude which eventually leads to wave breaking. 13, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] In both cases discussed above, the relaxation is accompanied by the emittance growth. However, depending on the time scales of the different phenomena, other nonlinear effects may become important much before there is any sizable emittance growth, and while the system is still far from the final stationary state. A particular example is the nonlinear coupling between breathing and quadrupole envelope modes for continuous beams. It has been shown that if the breathing oscillation amplitude exceeds a certain threshold, it drives the quadrupole mode unstable, breaking the initial axial symmetry of the particle distribution. 33 The beam develops an elliptical shape with increase in its size along one direction, which may induce beam losses. Curiously, a similar behavior is found for self gravitating systems. 34 In this paper, we extend the analysis of the nonlinear coupling of envelope modes to the case of bunched beams. Initially, we consider the case of spherically symmetric beams where longitudinal and transversal (with respect to the direction of propagation) focusing forces are assumed to be the same 25 and investigate how spherically symmetric breathing oscillations may nonlinearly induce the growth of ellipsoidal modes which can break the beam symmetry. It is found that above a certain mismatch amplitude threshold, there is, indeed, such coupling with an effective exchange of energy between the modes. However, in comparison to the continuous beam case, it is found that for bunched beams this nonlinear instability only takes place for much larger initial mismatch. This happens because for spherical beams, the linear eigenfrequencies of symmetric and antisymmetric oscillations around the matched solution are far from being commensurate. Therefore, a large oscillating amplitude is necessary in order to lock the frequencies and generate a resonance that causes the instability. We next consider a more general case in which the focusing forces along the longitudinal and transverse directions are not the same so that the matched beam already presents an ellipsoidal shape. In this case, and depending on the parameters of the system, one may find a commensurate relation between the linear eigenfrequencies of oscillation which may facilitate the onset of instabilities. 35 In fact, we find that for such parameters very small mismatch amplitudes are necessary to drive the frequency lock and the instability which causes an effective coupling between longitudinal and transversal envelope oscillations. Using Poincar e plots, 36 we are able to identify the instability as connected to a period doubling bifurcation of a given orbit. From the Poincar e plots, we can also determine which trajectories are most affected by the instability. By calculating the stability index using a Newton-Raphson method, 37 we construct parameter space plots showing in detail where the instability occurs. Finally, we use selfconsistent N-body simulations in order to verify the onset of the nonlinear instability and its effect on the evolution of the RMS size and emittance of the beam.
II. MODEL
Let us consider a beam of nonrelativistic particles uniformly distributed in an ellipsoid of semi-axis q m and z m . The center of the beam is propagating with a constant axial velocity V b along the z-axis of a laboratory frame. The beam particles are subject to an external linear focusing force which tends to balance the Coulomb self-repulsion. Although in real devices the focusing force generally varies along the transport channel, the nonlinear effects investigated here are expected to occur at a length scale that is long compared to the focusing force variation. Hence, we assume an average uniform focusing field-the so-called smooth beam approximation. The dynamics of each particle is governed by
where s ¼ V b t is the beam central axis position that plays the role of a scaled time variable, q ¼ ðx; yÞ is the transverse displacement from the beam center,z ¼ z À s is the axial displacement, and k q and k z are the vacuum phase advances that measure the strength of the transverse and axial focusing force, respectively. In Eq. (1), w is the self-field potential that satisfies the Poisson equation
where r ¼ ðx; y;zÞ is the displacement vector from the beam center, nðr; sÞ is the beam density,
b is a parameter that measures the beam intensity, and N ¼ Ð ndr is the constant number of particles in the bunch.
The bulk oscillations of the beam can be studied using envelope equations. The beam envelope is a measure of the beam size along a given direction. It is conveniently defined as q b ¼ ½5hq respect to s, using Eq. (1) and conveniently rearranging the terms, we can write
where
are transverse and axial (longitudinal) beam emittances, respectively. Generally, the emittance varies as the beam propagates. However, as mentioned in the Introduction, we will assume that the nonlinear coupling occurs on a time scale that is shorter than that of the variation of emittance. Hence, we will consider q and z to be constants. In order to calculate the self-field contribution to the envelope equations [second term of the right side of both Eqs. (3a) and (3b)], we need to specify the beam density. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the distribution remains uniform inside the ellipsoid as the beam propagates. Namely,
and n ¼ 0 outside the ellipsoid. If we use this density in Eq. (2), the self-field potential inside the ellipsoid becomes 38 w ¼ 3K 4
Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) in Eq. (3), one obtains a set of coupled equations for the envelope dynamics given by
We can reduce the number of parameters on which the model depends by conveniently scaling q b , z b , and s to ð q =k q Þ 1=2 ; ð q =k q Þ 1=2 , and k À1 q , respectively. The envelope equations (7) then become
where a ¼ k 1=2 is a dimensionless parameter that measures the beam intensity. It is interesting to note that the envelope equations (9) can be derived from a Hamiltonian
where p q b and p z b play the role of the conjugate momenta such that to dq b =ds ¼ @H=@p q b ; dp q b =ds ¼À@H=@q b ; dz b =ds ¼ @H=@p z b ; dp z b =ds ¼À@H=@z b . Since the Hamiltonian does not explicitly depend on time, s, it is a constant of motion along the envelope evolution. The identification of the conserved quantity Hðp q b ;p z b ;q b ;z b Þ is important since it allows us to construct Poincar e plots which are a very useful tool for studying the nonlinear dynamics.
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III. SPHERICAL BEAM
Let us first consider the particular case where the external focusing is isotropic along the transverse and longitudinal directions, and the beam has spherical symmetry. This is a simplifying assumption but may well describe some systems of practical relevance. 39 It corresponds to taking a ¼ 1, b ¼ 1, and q b ¼ z b ¼ r b , where r b is the envelope radius of a spherical beam. Taking the proper limit of Eq. (9), we find that the evolution of the beam envelope is given by
A matched solution corresponds to a perfect balance between the focusing and defocusing forces which act on the beam as it propagates so that r b ðsÞ ¼ r bm ¼ const. Equating d 2 r b =ds 2 ¼ 0 in Eq. (11), we find that the matched radius satisfies
For any given value of the parameter f, the above equation presents only one physical solution for r bm . If we consider a matched beam with a uniform distribution and substitute the corresponding self-field potential (2) in Eq. (1), we observe that a given particle that stays inside the beam will have motion equation given by dr=ds 2 ¼ À 2 r, in the normalized variables, where ¼ r À2 bm is the tune depression. We see that the tune depression and the dimensionless parameter f have a one to one relation and are both quantities that are used as a measure of the space charge intensity in beams. We choose to base our discussions on the parameter f. Despite the existence of a matched solution, in practice, the initial beam size may largely vary from the matched so that r b ð0Þ ¼ lr bm , where l is a dimensionless parameter that measures the mismatch amplitude. The beam will then present a breathing mode with its envelope oscillating according to Eq. (11). Furthermore, one can also expect the launched beam to present small asymmetries in its shape, such that q b and z b are not exactly the same. Given that these quantities are nonlinearly coupled by the space charge forces, the asymmetry may grow at the expense of the breathing oscillations. In fact, this is the case for unbunched beams, for which it was found that the asymmetric mode can become unstable for mismatches of the order of 100% (Ref. 33) (l % 2), which is a realistic value in some applications. 40 Our first aim here is to determine if and when an analogous symmetry breaking instability occurs for bunched beams.
We begin our investigation by analyzing the envelope phase space described by the Hamiltonian Hðp q b ; p z b ; q b ; z b Þ of Eq. (10) . Because this is a two-degrees-of-freedom system, Poincar e plots are a useful tool. 36, 41 Here, we choose to plot q b vs. p q b each time z b hits a local maximum. In the Poincar e plot, all the trajectories must have the same value of the Hamiltonian. Therefore, for a given set of parameters f and l, we evaluate the corresponding value for the spherical mismatched beam as given by Hð0; 0; lr bm ; lr bm Þ and determine a group of initial conditions that lead to the same Hðp q b ; p z b ; q b ; z b Þ. In Fig. 1(a) , we show the Poincar e plot obtained for f ¼ 1 and l ¼ 2. We should emphasize that each trajectory in the Poincar e plot corresponds to a different mismatch along the longitudinal and transverse directions, but such that all belong to the same set with Hðp q b ; p z b ; q b ; z b Þ ¼ Hð0; 0; lr bm ; lr bm Þ for a single value of parameter l. We notice the presence of a single stable (elliptic) fixed point at q b % 2:44 and p q b ¼ 0. This point corresponds to a spherical beam breathing mode for which z b ðsÞ and q b ðsÞ oscillate at the same frequency. This should not be confused with the matched solution z b ¼ q b ¼ r bm , for which the envelope does not evolve in time. For all the other trajectories shown in the plot, there is an incommensurate relation between the longitudinal and the transverse frequencies leading to KAM curves that circulate around the fixed point. The fact that the fixed point is stable means that any small asymmetry will not grow along the propagation, and the beam will maintain its nearly spherical shape.
As the parameters are varied, however, the fixed point may loose its stability and become hyperbolic. In this case, the energy of the breathing mode oscillation will be exchanged with the asymmetric mode, with the beam developing an ellipsoidal shape. In order to explore this possibility, we take advantage of the nonlinear dynamical techniques and evaluate the stability index K of a spherically symmetric breathing oscillation, i.e., of the fixed point of the corresponding Poincar e plot. We define K ¼ cosð/ fix Þ, where / fix is the phase that a trajectory corresponding to a small perturbation around the fixed point advances between two consecutive plots obtained by integrating Eq. (9) . Both the location of the fixed point and its stability index are numerically calculated using a Newton-Raphson method. 3, 37 If the fixed point is elliptic, then / fix is real and jKj < 1. On the other hand, if the point is hyperbolic, / fix becomes imaginary-trajectories move away exponentially from the point-and jKj > 1. Note that the bifurcation (transition between stability and instability) occurs when / fix is a multiple of p, which means that there is a resonance between the plotting frequency and the fixed point rotating frequency. In Fig. 2 , we show the results obtained for K as the mismatch amplitude is varied for f ¼ 1. We see that K increases monotonically with l. For small mismatches, the fixed point is stable with jKj < 1. Approximately at l ¼ 5, the stability index crosses the K ¼ 1 line and the fixed point becomes unstable. This can be verified in the Poincar e Plot of Fig. 1(b) which shows the vicinity of the now unstable fixed point located at q b % 7:35 and p q b ¼ 0 that corresponds to the spherically symmetric breathing mode. It is neighbored by two resonant islands, a smaller one to the right and a larger one to the left (just partially shown due to its size). We have performed the stability analysis for other values of the intensity parameter f and found that the symmetry breaking always occurs for l տ 5. Therefore, this effect is much less pronounced for 3D spherical beams than for 2D continuous beams, for which the mismatch amplitudes of l % 2 were sufficient to induce symmetry breaking. 33 A closer inspection of Fig. 2 may give us a hint of why such large mismatch amplitudes are necessary in the case of bunched beams. In particular, we note that when l ! 1 the stability index is rather far from the bifurcation values K ¼ 61, meaning that the linear oscillating frequencies for the matched solution are also far from being commensurate. Hence, a large oscillating amplitude is necessary in order to lock the frequencies and to generate an instability.
IV. ELLIPSOIDAL BEAM
In Section III, we investigated a particular case where both focusing forces and emittances are the same along the transverse and longitudinal directions, such that the equilibrium corresponds to a spherical beam of radius r bm . However, in many applications, these quantities are different and the equilibrium beam will have an ellipsoidal shape with varying ratios between transverse and longitudinal dimensions. The matched envelopes q bm and z bm are determined from the stationary solutions of Eq. (9), leading to 
which must be solved numerically as a function of the dimensionless parameter a, b, and f. Analogous to the spherical case, by looking at the force of a given particle that stays inside a matched ellipsoidal beam with uniform density, we can define tune depression parameters, which read q ¼ q À2 bm and z ¼ bz
À2
bm a À1=2 for the transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively. We note that the tune depressions are completely determined once the parameters a, b, and f are given. We choose to base our discussions on the latter set of parameters. Clearly, in such cases, there is no point of discussing symmetry breaking, since the matched beam is already asymmetric. Nevertheless, nonlinear effects can still be relevant as they can cause a strong coupling and energy exchange between oscillations in the different directions. 35 In fact, differently from the spherical case of Sec. III where large oscillating amplitudes were found to be necessary to induce frequency lock and instability, by varying the parameters a and b, one may find certain conditions for which even small amplitude mismatch can lead to an instability.
To verify this, we look at the linear stability of Eq. (9) around the matched solution of Eq. (13) . Substituting q b ¼ q bm þ dq b e ixt and z b ¼ z bm þ dz b e ixt in Eq. (9) and retaining only the linear terms in dq b and dz b , we obtain equations for the eigenfrequencies x.
We find two pairs of solutions: 6x S associated with a symmetric mode where dq b and dz b oscillate in phase and 6x A associated with an antisymmetric mode where dq b and dz b oscillate in opposite phases. In Fig. 3(a) , we show the solutions of the dispersion relation for b ¼ 1, f ¼ 5, and varying a k 2 z =k 2 q . We notice that the branches of the symmetric and antisymmetric modes never touch each other; therefore, there is no value of a for which there is a direct 1:1 resonance between these modes. While this was shown for just one set of parameters, we find that the same is true for any value of a, b, and f. Hence the system is always linearly stable, as was also predicted in Ref. 42 . However, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , there is a 1:2 resonance between the symmetric and antisymmetric modes for two values of a-one for a < 1 and the other for a > 1. Near where this condition is met, one may expect a strong nonlinear coupling between the different dynamical degrees of freedom.
To investigate this issue and to see how finite amplitude mismatches affect the nonlinear envelope dynamics, we once again take advantage of the Poincar e plots and stability index. We focus on the situations for which a < 1, but the analogous results are found for a > 1. We start by using the Newton-Raphson method to locate and determine the stability index K of the trajectory for which q b ðsÞ and z b ðsÞ oscillate with the same frequency. In Fig. 4 , we show stability diagrams for the parameter space a vs. l. In analogy to the case of spherical beams, for a given mismatch parameter, we consider the trajectories that belong to the set that satisfies Hðp q b ; p z b ; q b ; z b Þ ¼ Hð0; 0; lq bm ; lz bm Þ for a single value of l. The remaining parameters are b ¼ 1 and f ¼ 5. In the diagrams, the light (dark) gray region corresponds to a stable (unstable) solution with jKj < 1 (jKj > 1). In panel (a), we show in detail a low mismatch parameter region for b ¼ 1 and f ¼ 5. We notice that the unstable region does not touch the l ¼ 1 axis-as expected from the linear stability analysis. But, it gets very close to it near a ¼ 0:361 where the 2:1 resonance condition is satisfied and mismatch amplitudes as small as 0.1% are sufficient to drive the mode unstable. In fact, it is worth noting that differently from the spherical case of Sec. III, in the ellipsoidal case, the bifurcation occurs for K ¼ À1, characterizing a period-doubling bifurcation typical of 2:1 resonances. 37 As the mismatch amplitude is increased, the region of instability gets wider and more values of a are affected, as can be seen in Fig. 4(b) .
To further analyze the nonlinear stability and its effect on the envelope dynamics, we now investigate the phase space using Poincar e plots. We construct these in the same way as was explained in Sec. III, with the exception that we choose to plot z b vs. p z b every time that q b hits a maximum. This is done for convenience to make the plot features more apparent. Figure 5 shows the plots obtained for b ¼ 1, f ¼ 5, and l ¼ 1:2 for three different values of a. For the sake of illustration, we highlight two distinct initial conditions in the Poincar e plot. The red one represents the case where z b ð0Þ ¼ z bm and all the initial mismatch is placed in q b , whereas the blue is the opposite in the sense that q b ð0Þ ¼ q bm and all the initial mismatch is in z b . In panel (a) for a ¼ 0:41, we notice a stable fixed point at z b % 3:05 and p z b ¼ 0. This point corresponds to the trajectory for which qðsÞ and z(s) oscillate with the same frequency and whose stability is given in Fig.  4(b) . The red trajectory is close to the fixed point and presents a small amplitude oscillation because most of the oscillation energy is in q b . On the other hand, the blue one is far from the fixed point and already presents a large amplitude oscillation with a large variation between z bmin % 2:0 and z bmax % 4:0. In panel (b), for a ¼ 0:364, inside the unstable region of Fig. 4(b) , the fixed point at z b % 3:22 and p z b ¼ 0 suffers a period-doubling bifurcation and becomes hyperbolic with the appearance of two neighboring resonant islands. Initial conditions near the fixed point are heavily affected by the bifurcation and largely increase their oscillation amplitudes. In particular, note that for the red trajectory, the difference between z bmax and z bmin increases significantly compared to the stable case of panel (a).
This means that there is a gain of energy for the longitudinal envelope z b , which must come at the expense of a decrease of energy of the transverse envelope q b . This shows a strong coupling between the modes governed by the unstable fixed point. Note, however, that the same is not true for the blue trajectory whose amplitude of variation, z bmax Àz bmin , has not changed much, as compared to panel (a). For completeness, we show in panel (c), for a ¼ 0:3, what happens if we further decrease the value of a until it reaches the lower stable region of Fig. 4(b) . We note that the two islands that arise from the period-doubling bifurcation are still present, but between them the fixed point, located at z b % 3:52 and p z b ¼ 0, becomes stable once again. The variation z bmax À z bmin for the red curve near the fixed point decreases to values similar to those found in panel (a), whereas for the blue curve it remains nearly the same large value as those found in panels (a) and (b). Hence, overall we notice that the bifurcations of the fixed point can lead to big changes in the envelope dynamics. These changes tend to affect much more certain mismatched solutions than others. Poincar e plots are found to be a useful tool to discriminate those trajectories that are more or less affected. We have also investigated the Poincar e plots for the q b vs. p q b phase-space and have found that the results agree with the ones discussed above.
V. SELF-CONSISTENT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In the derivation of the envelope equations, two major assumptions were used, namely, that the emittance is preserved and that the particle density remains uniform and ellipsoidal throughout the transport. In order to test the validity of these assumptions and to verify the results obtained in Section IV regarding the role of nonlinear stability in the beam transport, we have also performed molecular dynamics simulations.
Taking advantage of the azimuthal symmetry of the particle distribution, in the simulation, we describe the beam as formed by a series of concentric charged rings of different radii. This dramatically decreases the computation time compared to explicit point particle simulations. The potential at a position (x, y, z) generated by a charged ring of radius q i , charge K=N R , located at z i and centered on the z-axis is given by 43 FIG . 5 . Poincar e plot of the envelope dynamics in Eq. (9) . We plot z b vs. p zb at each maximum of q b . In (a), for a ¼ 0:41, the breathing mode is stable. In (b), for a ¼ 0:364, the fixed point that represents this mode becomes unstable via period doubling bifurcation. In (c), for a ¼ 0:3, the breathing mode becomes stable once again. The remaining parameters are b ¼ 1, f ¼ 5, and l ¼ 1:2.
where q ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
, N R is the number of rings in the simulation, and
KðmÞ is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Hence, the radial and axial evolution of each ring are given by
where p u is the angular momentum associated with the azimuthal coordinate, which is a conserved quantity.
In the simulations, we used N R ¼ 4225 rings, which was found to be sufficient to guarantee the convergence of results. The rings were uniformly distributed inside an ellipsoid of semi-axis radius q b and z b . In analogy with a KV distribution for continuous beams, 44 the velocity distribution was chosen to have a parabolic dependence on the temperature with the distance from the beam center, with a vanishing velocity dispersion at the beam boundary.
In Fig. 6 , we compare the envelope evolution predicted by Eq. (9) (solid curves) against the RMS sizes obtained from the simulations (symbols). We choose the same parameters as in Fig. 5 , namely, b ¼ 1, f ¼ 5, and l ¼ 1:2. In Fig.  6(a) , we show the results for a ¼ 0:41 and an initial condition with z b ð0Þ ¼ z bm , such that all the mismatch is in the transverse direction-this corresponds to the red trajectory of Fig. 5(a) . It is clear from Fig. 6(a) that the coupling between q b and z b is weak, since there is little or no exchange of energy between their oscillations. We see that the results from the simulation for the transverse size q b are very accurately described by the envelope model. For the longitudinal direction z b , we also find a good agreement, particularly regarding the amplitude of oscillation.
In Fig. 6(b) , we show the results for an unstable case with a ¼ 0:364, with the same parameters as in Fig. 5(b) . Again, we consider the solution for which z b ð0Þ ¼ z bm and all the mismatch is in the transverse direction-analogous to the red curve in Fig. 5(b) . We clearly see the exchange of energy between the degrees-of-freedom, as the amplitude of z b increases significantly, reaching its pick at s % 80, at expense of a decrease of the oscillation amplitude of q b . The comparison with simulation shows again an excellent agreement for FIG. 6 . Comparison between a molecular dynamics simulation and the envelope model from Eq. (9) . We see a general good agreement across the board. While in (a), for a ¼ 0:41, which is a stable situation, there is almost no coupling between the degrees-of-freedom; in (b), for a ¼ 0:364, the instability generates a strong coupling and a large exchange of energy between q b and z b . The remaining parameters are b ¼ 1, f ¼ 5, and l ¼ 1:2, and the initial condition in both cases is z b ð0Þ ¼ z bm .
FIG. 7.
Emittance as a function of the normalized time obtained from the simulation. The initial emittance in both longitudinal and transverse directions at s ¼ 0 is normalized to one. In panel (a), we show the longitudinal emittance, which behaves very similarly in both stable and unstable situations. However, the transverse emittance, shown in panel (b), presents a distinct behavior: for the stable case, solid red curve, the emittance oscillates around a fixed value; for the unstable case, dashed blue curve, there is an increase in the emittance. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 6 . q b . For z b , we see that the behavior of the complete system is well described by the envelope equation, even though the increase of the amplitude caused by the instability is not as large as predicted by the model.
Since in the molecular dynamics simulations the emittance evolves self-consistently, we can use it to investigate how the envelope instability may affect the emittance dynamics. Particularly, we consider the stable and unstable cases of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) , respectively. Since the beams are mismatched, it is natural to expect that the emittance will grow as the system evolves. In fact, we find in the simulations that the longitudinal emittance presents a steady increase which is similar in both stable and unstable cases, being just a little slower in the latter case, as shown in Fig.  7(a) . However, the transverse emittance presents a very distinct and somewhat unexpected behavior, as shown in Fig.  7(b) . Although all the initial mismatch is imposed on q b , the transverse emittance shows a rapid decrease at the start of the evolution. This is probably caused by a quick particle redistribution from its uniform initial condition. From there on, the instability seems to have an important role. While for the stable case (red solid line) there is no emittance growth with q just oscillating around a fixed average which is smaller than its initial value, for the unstable case (dashed blue line) there is a clear increase of q . This increase is an indication of the effective coupling between longitudinal and transverse degrees of freedom and explains the slower growth of z seen for the unstable case in Fig. 7(a) .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the nonlinear coupling between the envelope modes of oscillation of intense bunched beams. In contrast to previous investigations which consider a perturbative analysis to determine the linear stability of beams with vanishingly small mismatches, 1, 3, [5] [6] [7] [8] 45 here, we adopted a nonperturbative analysis of the envelope equations which takes into account finite mismatches of arbitrary amplitude. We first considered a case of spherically symmetric beams and investigated how breathing mode oscillations may nonlinearly induce a growth of ellipsoidal modes. It was found that above a certain mismatch amplitude there is an effective exchange of energy between the modes which results in beam symmetry breaking. In comparison with continuous beams, 33 however, we find that for bunched beams the nonlinear instability only takes place for much larger mismatches. We then considered a more general case in which the focusing forces along the longitudinal and transverse directions are not the same, such that the matched beam already presents an ellipsoidal shape. In this case, we found that depending on the parameters of the system even a very small mismatch amplitude can already drive an instability which effectively couples longitudinal and transversal envelope oscillations. Using Poincar e plots, we identified the instability as a period doubling bifurcation and determined which orbits are most affected by the instability. Evaluating the stability index, we constructed a phase diagram showing where the instability will occur. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to verify the onset of the nonlinear instability and to demonstrate its effect on the evolution of the RMS size and on emittance of the beam.
